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Abstract 
 
The following paper focuses on the crisis that occurred at Yes Bank, the fourth largest private lender 
in the country. To conduct analysis, data from the Reserve Bank reports and the Yes Bank Annual 
reports has been utilized, along with media reports. This research aims to highlight the importance of 
proper standards of corporate governance at any organisation that is too Big to Fail. At the same time 
this reports also helps one ascertain the how different governing a Bank is different from a Non-
banking financial company (NBFC) is. Various financial analysis have also been conducted which 
indicate the red flags that were raised during the past few years of the Bank. The study aims to aid the 
readers in understanding the Non Performing Asset problem which has been significantly growing in 
India. Lastly the reports will enable an individual to understand why is it necessary for a government 
to bail out a Bank and also the moral hazard problem that it brings along with it. This detailed 
research paper concludes by providing certain key suggestions for the banking system regime 
regulatory framework and also mentions similarities between Yes Bank’s Rana Kapoor’s case and  
ICICI bank’s Chanda Kochhar, Axis Bank’s Shikha Sharma’s cases and yet the failure of the watch 
dog, RBI to prevent a similar crisis at the Yes Bank crisis. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Over the past few years the banking experience has revolutionised for each one of us. We rely on the 
banking sector today more than ever. From making a fund transfer, to seeking a loan or to simply pay 
a mobile recharge bill, we just get it done with a click. However, behind this smooth and convenient 
process lies the complexity of this sector. The banking sector as we know today, was not as smooth in 
its early days. The sector has seen various reforms like the creation of Central Banks after the credit 
crisis of 1772, the creation of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) after the Great 
Depression of the 1930s. From dematerialisation of stocks to demutualisation of entities, regulation 
plays a key role in monitoring these crucial processes and changes that take place. With the 
development of these banking systems and the masses involved in the regime, the greed amongst the 
top level executives of the banks or NBFCs started to grow. We have seen this in 1930s in the United 
States, when the CEOs would boost their stock prices via stock buybacks to get a higher 
compensation in the form of bonuses. Even after the Great Financial Crisis of 2008 and the 
implementation of BASEL 3 worldwide we have witnessed massive fraudulent activities in the Indian 
banking system. Various analysis and data have been presented further into the report which help us 
understand the crisis at a what seemed to be a very promising bank, the Yes Bank. 
 
 
The Beginning 
 
Yes bank happens to be the fourth largest private bank in India. The bank commenced its operations 
on the 21st of January, 2004. It was founded jointly by Ashok Kapur and Rana Kapoor. The bank’s 
development spree started with its commencement itself. International gold and silver debit cards 
were launched by the bank in 2005 in partnership with  Mastercard and also launched its IPO the 
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same year and opened several branches and differentiated products in the next few years. However, 
tragically, Ashok Kapur lost his life in the midst of the 2008 Mumbai terror attacks. Shortly, after the 
co-founders demise, a series of legal battles regarding the company’s management took place between 
Rana Kapoor and Ashok Kapur’s wife. Later on we saw, Rana Kapoor winning the battle and then he 
was appointed as the CEO of the bank. With the beginning of his tenure as the CEO, Rana Kapoor 
aggressively made loans to various firms, which had quite taken on quite risky projects. His ideology 
was to give funds to those who required them and instead levy a fee to be paid upfront ranging from 
2-10 percent. At the same time he would also charge exceptionally high interest rates on those loans. 
He made loans to companies like DHFL, Essel group, Jet Airways, Caffe Coffee Day, Anil Ambani’s 
Reliance company etc. These loans were made at a very high interest rates as they were risky and had 
huge probabilities to get defaulted on. However looking at short term goals (high interest payments), 
which explain the bank’s early years of profitability, the bank continued to make loans to these risky 
companies. During the initial years the company set out to receive many accomplishments like the No 
1 Emerging Markets Sustainable Bank of the Year-Asia, No 1 Bank in the Business Today-KPMG.  
 
 
The Modern Banking Experience 
 
Ever since the inception of the bank, Yes bank has believed in differentiating itself from its 
competitors. The bank’s atmosphere had a spirit of entrepreneurship and a differentiated approach 
towards banking. Be it the bank’s marketing strategy or the banks attractive deposit rates, every 
service that Yes Bank offered was unique in some way and , successfully attracted the masses. With 
the RBI’s decision to deregulate the interest rates on savings account in 2011, Yes Bank decided to 
turn the tables. While prior to the deregulation, the interest rates on savings account were capped at 4 
percent, after the deregulation, banks like Yes Bank and Kotak Mahindra Bank offered highly 
attractive rates compared to their competitors. Yes bank offered a 7 percent interest rate on its savings 
account and Kotak offered a 6 percent rate. These measures were taken in order to gain market share. 
It successfully did so and became the largest Medium sized bank in the country. In 2010 the bank 
started out with ‘Version2.0’. Its new vision envisaged of having 900 new branches, increasing  ATM 
foot print(2000 ATMs), boosting its employment by adding around 9000 new employees. It also 
launched its branding campaign with the slogan ‘India bole Yes’. It spent extensively on this 
marketing campaign and envisioned to become the ‘Finest Quality Large Bank of India’ by the year 
2020. But little did they know about crisis they were entering into. 
 
 
The beginning of the crisis 
 
The bank went on to  unfold the Version 2.0 of Yes Bank, which significantly aimed to increase the 
number of bank branches, ATMs, a deposit base of up to Rs 1,25,000 crore and a loan book of Rs 
1,00,000 crore. The bank went on to follow its ideology of lending to those who need funds. 
Following this, the bank entered in lending practices with DHFL (in 2011), Anil Ambani’s Reliance, 
Subhash Chandra’s Essel Group, Café Coffee Day and Jet Airways. One thing that was common 
amongst these borrowers was that all of them were financially distressed and were on heading towards 
bankruptcy. It is alleged that Kapoor’s bank had purchased short term debentures from DHFL worth 
Rupees 3700 crores and received kickbacks of Rupees 600 crores in form of loans to Do it Urban 
Ventures, a firm managed by Rana Kapoor’s daughters. Similarly, the bank had exposure of loans up 
to Rs 1500 crores to Café coffee day, about$1.85 Billion( Rs 11,000 crore) to Reliance, around $465 
million to Essel group and around Rs 500 crore to Naresh Goyal’s Jet Airways. All these companies 
were financially distressed and all these loans had turned into bad loans or Non-performing Assets. 
All of these happenings  took place throughout the last few years and it came into the regulator’s 
knowledge around 2018-2019. The bank had clearly breached the RBI guidelines and had been 
manipulating its financial statements for years. Apparently the company had Understated it’s NPAs. 
In the financial year 2019, the bank stated that its gross NPAs were held at Rs 7,882 crore but they 
were actually at Rs 11,159 crore. This clearly shows us about the divergence in the banks reporting. 
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Not just this but the bank also breached capital requirements compliance mandated by the Reserve 
Bank of India under Basel 3 norms. The bank failed to maintain its Common Equity Tier 1  Ratio and 
Tier-1 ratio and overstated it in its financial statements. The banks CET-1 ratio was 6.3 percent 
compared to a minimum requirement of 7.5 percent and the Tier-1 ratio stood at 6.5 percent compared 
to a legal minimum of 8.5 percent 
 
 
Stock price Analysis 
 
One indicator of a company’s performance is its stock price. Just like any other firm or bank, even 
Yes bank relied on the capital markets for funding. Its stock is listed on both the Bombay Stock 
Exchange and the National Stock Exchange. The company had its Initial Public Offer on 15th June 
2005. The stock price had seemingly great potential. The stock was as high as Rs 404 per share on 20 
August 2018 and then the stock plummeted steeply thereon and had closed around Rs 183 as on 28th 
September 2018. The steepest fall took place on 21st September. The stock price surged by 28 percent 
in one day (on 21st).  This happened because the RBI cut Rana Kapoor’s three year tenure to four 
months. Also, several brokers and rating agencies degraded the securities ratings. Goldman Sachs 
changed its ratings from buy to neutral. In the midst of all of  this, the investors lost around Rs 21,000 
crores in market cap. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The technical chart above depicts the reading of Yes Bank’s NSE listing and has been taken from 
Investing.com. The stock price went down steeply on 21st September, 2018 ( the day Rana Kapoor’s 
tenure was cut short by the RBI) and head opened with what is referred to a GAP in technical terms. 
Following this the stock of Yes Bank continued to follow a downward trend thereon since the 
shareholders lost the confidence in the firm after the MD & CEO Mr, Rana Kapoor was taken down 
the board. 
 
 
Corporate Governance at the Bank 
 
Every year, under provisions of Companies Act, each firm has to make certain disclosures and publish 
its Annual Reports in order to maintain transparency . These reports consists of corporate overview, 
sustainability reports, statutory and financial reports.  At  Yes Bank, every year they successfully 
attained a Certificate of Corporate Governance by complying with the BSE and NSE regulations. For 
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companies with listing in Indian stock exchanges, clause 49 of Equity Listing Agreements, 2000 
serves as a benchmark for corporate governance. This agreement requires a company to make certain 
disclosure regarding its composition of independent directors,  disclosure of frequencies of meetings 
held ,quarterly reports on corporate governance etc. Even though the bank successfully attained a 
Certificate of Corporate Governance by complying with these legal disclosures, it clearly failed to 
perform corporate governance practices which comprises of following ethics, morals and also 
practiced legal activities like manipulating its financial statements.   
Before understanding what went wrong in Yes Bank’s governance, I intend to introduce certain 
concepts which contribute to a crisis based on failure of corporate governance. 
 

1. Executive Compensation 
 
The compensation package for executives and now executive directors for a firm comprises of 
fixed pay, variable pay, perquisites etc. For years in the United States and world-wide, 
variable pay or bonuses had been far much more than the fixed pay. Amendments came in 
after the 2008 crisis and then the variable pay was reduced. The concept of variable  pay was 
introduced to incentivise the executives to boost the performance of the companies but we 
saw a considerable amount of moral hazard issues rising. The executives have their skin in the 
game as well with stock options and therefore give rise to agency problems and take immense 
risks to boost  the overall performance of the company and boost the stock price. Similarly at 
Yes Bank, Rana Kapoor’s annual compensation was planned in a similar way. In FY 2011-
2012 Rana Kapoor was paid a salary of around  Rs 1.43 crores , PF worth Rs 10 Lakhs and 
Super Annuation of Rs 8.73 lakhs  of  and was given perquisites regarding which the amounts 
were not disclosed in the firm’s annual reports. He was paid a salary of Rs 54,556,849 for FY 
16-17 and perquisites worth Rs11,428,506. That is an increase of approximately 281 percent 
in salary in roughly six years. However in 2019, RBI summoned the bank’s board to consider 
clawbacks and finally clawbacks of 100 percent were made by Yes Bank. Bonuses paid to 
Kapoor in FY 2014-2015 & FY 2015-2016 amounting to Rs 62,17,823 and Rs 82,45,416 , 
totalling Rs 14,463,239 were clawed back. As per its annual reports FY 2018-2019 he was 
given perks worth Rs 86,07,435 just for a period of roughly 2 months, when Kapoor used 
accommodation , transportation etc provided by the bank. 

 
2.  Board members and meetings 

 
 
In any organisation, shareholders are one of the primary stakeholders. For shareholders, the 
board of directors serve as a first line of defense. It is believed that directors from outside the 
company can be beneficial in protecting the interest of the various stakeholders involved. As 
per various researches, it has been proved that performance of a bank downgrades when a 
director serves boards for several other companies at the same time. In Yes bank’s case as per 
its 2011-12 annual reports, its independent director Mr. Bharat Patel  served as director at 
three other companies, and Mr. Wouter Kolff served as a director of four other companies. 
Later on, coming to FY 2016-2017, as per the annual reports of Yes bank, only five meetings 
were held. Those five meetings comprised of discussions on issues of budgets, financial 
results, remuneration, audit etc. Whereas on the other hand, if we look at HDFC bank, which 
is another important private lender of the nation held various meetings throughout the 
FY2016-2017.  The audit committee (which  comprised of the board of directors) held 8 
meetings, The credit approval committee (comprising of board of directors) held 12 meetings, 
Fraud Monitoring committee held 5 meetings and the Remuneration committee held 10 
meetings and so on. On 14th November Ashok Chawla, the non-executive and independent 
chairman of Yes Bank Ltd, who also served on the board  of the National Stock Exchange, 
resigned, on June of 2019, Lt General Sabarwal who was a non-executive independent 
director of the bank, resigned and stated academic pursuit as the cause, in January 2020 
another independent director, Uttam Prakash resigned and stated, degrading corporate 
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governance as the cause behind his resignation. As of now, the new CEO Prashant Kumar has 
taken over the bank.   
 
  

3. Market Discipline 
 
 

 
 
Certain disciplines have to be undertaken by any organisation to protect its stakeholders. Some 
of them happen to be legal requirements. One of them happens to be Capital adequacy. After 
the Global Financial Crisis of 2008, Banks across the world had adopted the Basel 3 norms, 
under which it has to have certain capital adequacy ratios maintained. The bank breached 
capital requirements compliance mandated by the Reserve Bank of India under Basel 3 norms. 
The bank failed to maintain its Common Equity Tier 1  Ratio and Tier-1 ratio and overstated it 
in its financial statements. The banks CET-1 ratio was 6.3 percent compared to a minimum 
requirement of 7.5 percent and the Tier-1 ratio stood at 6.5 percent compared to a legal 
minimum of 8.5 percent. As per the Reserve Bank’s Prompt Corrective Action a breach in 
Common equity Tier requirements is a significant issue. After all of this CARE and ICRA have 
provided Yes Bank’s AT1with a ‘D’ grade and Tier 2 rankings are ‘C’ by CARE and BB by 
ICRA. 

 

 
 

The data in the figure above has been taken from Yes Bank’s 2018-2019 Annual Reports, under 
disclosures under Basel norms. The figures above, have successfully passed the legal minimum 
requirements of the RBI but it is very much likely that these figures are manipulated.  
 

 
Breach of Laws and RBI covenants by the Bank 
 
 

1. Prevention of Money Laundering Act (1988)  
 
It is alleged that Mr. Kapoor laundered around Rs 4300 crores by setting up nearly 78 shell 
companies.  After being grilled by the Enforcement directorate for nearly 15 hours it came to 
the ED notice that the Kapoor family received several mansion in New Delhi from Yes Bank 
defaulters. Instead of the bank acquiring these properties, Mr. Kapoor got them transferred to 
his wives name. One of them happens to be a 5,500 sq ft house at 40, Amrita shergill marg. 
This property was given to Mrs Kapoor by  CG Power’s Gautam Thaper who had defaulted 
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on Rs 500 crore loans of Yes Bank. Mr Kapoor also owned a mansion at 20, Sardar Patel 
Marg , New Delhi which previously belonged to Vijay Mallaya. The plot is around 1000 sq 
meters. United Breweries sold this property to a  firm named Bliss House Private Ltd in 2018, 
which was a shell company owned by Mrs. Bindu  Kapoor, wife of Mr. Rana Kapoor. The 
Enforcement Directorate claims that Mr. Kapoor had been trying to sell these properties since 
the last six months and was planning to flee away as soon as they would get sold. A special 
PMLA act court session took place where in the charge sheet filed was against the Kapoor 
Family. After the hearings it was found that Yes Bank on a proposal by DHFL’s Wadhwan 
brothers, had decided to sanction a loan worth Rupees 1700 crores to an organisation named 
Belief Realtors Pvt Ltd. Later, it was seen that the bank divided the loans into two parts and 
Rs 750 crores was transferred in the name of Belief Realtors and Rs 950 crores for RKW 
project. All the funds were later on transferred to DHFL by these two firms via a channel of 
over 150 shell companies.  Rana Kapoor also ended up getting kickbacks of Rs 600 crore 
from DHFL and also some kickbacks from Cox and Kings. In total it is alleged that Mr. 
Kapoor used a total of 78 shell companies to launder the money. 
 
 

2.   Fraudulent documentation/ Accounting Fraud- IPC 477-A & undervalued collaterals 
 
As per the Indian Penal Court’s section 477-A, any documents or reports that have deceived 
people is considered to be a fraud. For years Yes Bank has been manipulating its documents. 
 The bank has been giving out bad loans since 2015-16. In 2019 alone, it stated that its gross 
NPAs were held at Rs 7,882 crore but they were actually at Rs 11,159 crore.  
 Also, for the FY 2018-2019, Yes Bank had gross NPAs of 3.22 percent whereas HDFC bank 
had gross NPAs of 1.36 percent, this proved to be a vital red flag for the investors. As of 
September 2019, Yes Banks gross NPA stands at 7.39 percent.  
 
 

3.  Criminal Conspiracy 
 
The CBI has charged the bank with criminal conspiracy, corruption and money laundering. 
The bank gave loans to the bad boys when no one else did. It is alleged that he had given 
these loans for kickbacks. The bank’s exposure to DHFL was around Rs 3700 crores and 
received a kick back of around Rs 600 crores. The bank never tried to recover the bad loans 
from DHFL, Reliance, Essel Group etc. It would have been impossible for the bank to recover 
these loans as the bank had provided these loans to the them on undervalued collateral. Yes 
bank had acquired about 19 percent stake in Cox and Kings and this proved out to be 
excruciating for the bank. The loan exposure of the bank was around Rs 2,267 crores. It is 
believed that Mr, Kapoor received hugh kickbacks from Cox and Kings. 
 

4. Breach of RBI norms 
 
The bank also failed to comply with the Reserve Bank’s mandated minimum Statutory 
Liquidity ratio requirements and also its Liquidity coverage ratio. The bank has paid a 
whooping amount of Rs 334 crores as a penalty to the RBI for SLR breach. Yes bank also 
paid a Rs 1 crore as penalty to the RBI for not complying with the regulatory procedures 
during the implementation of SWIFT  (software) operational controls. The crisis at PNB bank 
was caused due the misuse of this software.    
 

 
RED FLAGS raised during the past few years 
  
Advances > Deposits 
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Annual reports in any organisation play a vital role in determining its performance. 
Before investing the statutory reports and financials play a big role in determining if 
investing in the company (here bank ) is worth it or not. After closely analysing the Yes 
Bank’s financials there were some  flags raised in the fast couple of years that any smart 
investor would have noticed and would have decided to go short on the bank. It is quite 
imperative for a bank to have more deposits than its advances. The trend in the Indian 
banking changed around 2013, when the RBI Governor (at that time) Duvvuri Subbarao 
pointed out his concern after reviewing the third quarter reports of our banking system. 
The credit-deposit ratio was around 102 percent by 2010, indicating that for every Rs 100 
received as a deposit the banks would lend out Rs 102 which was almost a 58 percent 
increase from the 2009 results. Ideally if a bank receives Rs 10 as its deposit , it lends Rs 
7 and keeps Rs 3 for CRR and SLR requirements. At Yes Bank the deposits were 20.6 
percent more than its advances in 2015. Which then shrunk by 6.9 percent and resulted in 
deposits being 13.7 percent more than its deposits, and then reduced to 8 percent by 2017 
and finally in 2018 the advances took over the deposits and the advances were 6.1 
percent more than the deposits by FY 2018-2019. This clearly indicates the breach of 
SLR requirements by Yes Bank.  
 
 
 
 
Note- The data above has been analysed using the figures from the chart below. The 
charts below have been taken from Yes Banks 2018-2019 Annual Report, after which 
no other report has been published further.   
 
 

 
 
 
Using these figures we see the Credit to deposit or the Loan to deposit ratio of Yes bank 
for FY 18-19 was 241500/227610 *100 =106 percent which meant for every Rs 100 
taken as a deposit by the bank a loan of Rs 106 was given out. 
 
Changes in profits 
 
Secondly, the bank had a huge decline in profits in FY 2018-2019. The profits declined 
by 59 percent. At the same time we could see a huge increase in the net interest income 
for the bank. This simply indicates that the bank was making money from some of the 
good loans it had made and also indicates the aggressive lending spree taken by the bank. 
Also the non interest income declined in FY2018-2019 which can be interpreted as 
classifying loans as NPAs. For FY2019-2020 the bank posted losses of Rs 22,715 crores 
(as per RBI’s inspections) The quarter that ended in march 2020, reported losses of Rs 
1506 crore, which is almost equivalent to the profits of the whole of FY2018-2019.  
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Note- The charts above have been taken from Yes Banks 2018-2019 Annual Report, 
after which no other report has been published further.   
 
NPAs 
 
The letter from the bank’s chairman Mr. Ashok Kapur in 2005-2006 congratulated its investors on 
having 0 percent NPAs. After so many years, without his leadership the bank is on the other side of 
the position that it was so proud of. For the FY 2018-2019, Yes Bank had gross NPAs of 3.22 percent 
whereas HDFC bank had gross NPAs of 1.36 percent, this proved to be a vital red flag for the 
investors. As of September 2019, Yes Banks gross NPA stands at 7.39 percent.  
 

 
   Note- The charts above have been taken from Yes Banks 2018-2019 Annual Report, 
after which no other report has been published further.   

 
 

 
 
 Takeover by the State Bank 
 
             
As per the RBI’s offer, the state Bank of India has decided to take over the management 
of the distressed Yes Bank. The bank resolution plan involves infusion of Rs 2400 crores 
for a 49 percent stake in the bank. As of now the bank’s withdrawals have been capped at 
Rs 50,000 per month. Yet, exceptions have been made for withdrawals for emergencies 
like medical expenses, academic expenses, wedding expenses etc, where in a sum of Rs 5 
Lakhs can be withdrawn. Since the bank has had a major deposit base outflow. Around 
Rs 40,000 crore of decline in deposit base was seen in Yes bank’s deposits during 
October- December of 2019 and it lost another Rs 30,000 crore in between  January - 
March of 2020. Along with that other banks will also acquire a stake in Yes Bank. Axis 
bank will infuse Rs 600 crore i.e 60 crore shares of Rs 2 each at a premium of Rs 8, 
totalling Rs 10 per share. HDFC and ICICI will infuse Rs 1000 crores each (100 crore 
shares at Rs 10 including a premium of Rs 8 per share) and Kotak Mahindra will invest 
Rs 500 crore in the distressed bank. 

 
Why was it necessary to bail-out Yes Bank? 

 
As mentioned earlier, Yes Bank is the fourth largest private bank of the country with a 
deposit base of Rs 2.1 trillion by the end of September 2019 and 18,000 plus employees. 
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It accounted for nearly 39 percent of all the UPI transactions carried out in the country 
and It is the sole partner for managing UPI transactions for 20 companies are, Phone Pe, 
Flipkart, Swiggy, Redbus etc. Now the question that arises is if  it is necessary to bail out 
the bank? In the governments opinion yes it is necessary to bail-out the bank as it is too 
big to fail. It is imperative for us to understand why it is important for the banks to be 
governed efficiently. Firstly, banks  have a great deal of interconnectedness in any 
economy. If one bank fails , a contagion effect takes place and effects the whole 
economy and if the bank is a Globally Systematically Important Bank (G-SIBs), then the 
contagion effect can turn out to be catastrophic for the world economy. Secondly, the 
balance sheets of a bank comprises of  90 percent debt, which when compared to a non-
financial firm(35-40 percent debt), is really high. The money that banks have mostly 
comes from its deposits and the deposits of any bank are its liabilities.  In case of 
insolvency, the bank unlike other non-financial companies does not have many assets at 
its disposal. For example- An airline company, while liquidating has it’s aircrafts, route 
rights etc (assets) which can be sold to pay off the money. Thirdly, banks have many 
stakeholders unlike non-finance corporations. The banks can rely on the Deposit 
Insurance corporation to pay back the depositors money but the non-deposit creditors 
like shareholders, other lenders etc have a lot at stake to loose. Lastly, banks are quite 
complex and opaque. Banks readily alter the risk composition of its balance sheets and 
also make loans which have a high tendency of default. Now, even though Yes Bank has 
not been classified as a Domestic- Systemically Important Bank (D-SIB), we have seen 
how greatly it is interconnected. The bank has always followed its strategy of 
differentiating itself from others and hence with its Version 2.0 it started to channelize 
funds towards Green Finance projects. It signed a MOU with the Indian Renewable 
Energy Development Agency in 2016 to aid the development of renewable energy in 
India and help in achieving goals of COP21.  ( It also showed interest towards women 
empowerment and financial inclusion by starting Yes LEAP programme. And similarly 
had considerable interest in the agriculture sector as well. 
Now the second major question that arises here is the involvement of moral hazard and 
the involvement of tax payers money. With the rise of NPA problem in India many firms 
in India have been allowed to liquidate. In case of important organisations we have seen 
the State Bank of India always coming for rescues. Our national carrier Air India is 
distressed completely but still receives funds from SBI and is being manged by the 
government, similarly firms like BPCL are also being kept afloat in a similar manner. 
Now it indirectly the money of the tax payers that is being used by the SBI to bail these 
organisations out. The State Banks receives regular grants from the government of India. 
The tax revenue that is collected is nearly 8 percent of the GDP out of which the money 
is being utilised towards bailing out too big to fail corporations. This culture has been 
following on since may years. In the crisis of 2008, when Lehman Brothers was allowed 
to collapse by the US government, it had a devastating contagion effect world-wide. Due 
to frequent bail-outs there exists a moral hazard amongst the company directors to take 
risks. To tackle this, changes have come in recent years. The central banks have started 
to take over the boards and administration of the companies and at the same time ask the 
Directors to resign as seen in Yes Bank’s case as well. The only solution to this is a 
stricter regulation in place. Implementation of BASEL 3 was a good measure to protect 
the stakeholders but there is no point of it, if there is no monitoring and regular checks by 
the central banks. A cost of bank failure is huge and the negative externalities it creates 
can be devastating for an economy hence, it was necessary to take the decision of  bailing 
out the bank. 

  
Conclusion 
   
 
 This report intended to summarise the effects of a failure to govern a bank due to 
improper  standards of governance, be it due to non-compliance of regulation or a breach 
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in ethics. Merely acquiring a Certificate of Corporate governance from stock exchanges 
does not ensure proper standards of government and ethics being followed at a bank. In 
the recent years we have seen collapse of various banks and NBFCs due to corporate 
governance failures. The crisis of PMC bank, DHFL, IL&FS proved to be catastrophic 
for the people employed by the firm and various other stakeholders of these 
organisations. However, the Reserve Bank has surprised us with its poor performance as 
a watch dog of the economy. Not long ago we saw a similar case at the ICICI Bank 
where in the Managing Director & CEO was involved in similar activities like that of 
Mr. Rana Kapoor. Former MD & CEO of ICICI Bank,  Mrs. Chanda Kochhar had 
provided loans to the distressed firm, Videocon in return for Kickbacks. Chanda 
kochhar’s husband was made a partner along with the founder of Videocon, Mr 
Venugopal Dhoot and the shell enterprise was used to give kickbacks to the Kochhar 
family. Not only that but also in 2018, the Managing Director & CEO of Axis Bank, 
Mrs. Shikha Sharma resigned as the Reserve Bank questioned Axis Bank’s board 
regarding her renewal tenure. It was under her tenure that Axis Bank breached RBI’s 
norms regarding NPAs. In between 2015-2017 that the gross NPAs at Axis Bank grew 
by nearly Rs 17,000 crore. Also Axis Bank was imposed with a fine of Rs 3 crore for 
violating classifications of NPAs and also underreporting them by Rs9,478. By now, it is 
quite evident that NPAs have been a huge problem for the Indian banking regime. In 
recent years India’s Non Performing Loans (NPL) reached to around 10 percent which 
was the worst in the World, currently it is around 8- 9 percent. It is imperative that the 
RBI takes strict actions and makes it a mandatory requirement to have at least one 
member on each bank’s board from the RBI, like it has now placed at Yes Bank’s board. 
Manipulation of financial statements and underreporting figures has become a common 
task for banks. The only way the future of Indian Banking is stable if these banks are 
kept under heavy regulations and scrutinised regularly. Only then will the future of 
Indian depositors and the banking system will remain stable and safe. 
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NOTE – This research was conducted on real time basis and therefore contains data 
upto may 2020. 


